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The New Complete Guitarist, Richard Chapman, Les Paul, Dec 1, 2003, Music, 208 pages. In a visual approach to learning how to play the guitar, a renowned guitar tutor introduces his teach-yourself guitar program, complete with hundreds of step-by-step....

Classical Guitar Making A Modern Approach to Traditional Design, John S. Bogdanovich, 2007, Crafts & Hobbies, 309 pages. What a thrill for any musician: playing a fine-sounding instrument that he or she has lovingly crafted from scratch. With this richly illustrated manual, well-known luthier and....

Learning the Classic Guitar: pt. 2. Reading and memorizing music, Aaron Shearer, Nov 1, 1990, Music, 224 pages. Learning the Classic Guitar is a new direction in guitar instruction. Many ideas in these books break new ground. Part Two should go along with part one and it presents the....

Solo guitar playing, Book 1, Frederick M. Noad, 1976, Music, 240 pages. Provides chords, scales, right-hand exercises, and ensemble playing instruction for the student of the standard guitar.

Total Guitar, Terry Burrows, 2003, Music, 256 pages. Covering everything from basic cords to complicated styles, discusses the equipment, theory, and techniques of guitar playing.

The guitar handbook, Ralph Denyer, Isaac Guillory, Alastair M. Crawford, Oct 20, 1992, Music, 256 pages. Profiles famous guitarists, shows how guitars are constructed and repaired, and offers advice on learning to play and take care of a guitar.

Pumping Nylon, Tennant, Scott, 1995, Music, 95 pages. Includes Giuliani's 120 right hand studies, original compositions, and musical examples.

Guitar Technique Intermediate to Advanced, Hector Quine, 1990, Music, 105 pages. A concise guide to the best current practice in guitar playing. It deals with all practical aspects, such as posture, tone, and chord-playing, and offers advice on....

Classical Guitar Pedagogy A Handbook for Teachers, Anthony Glise, 1997, Music, 280 pages. This comprehensive, illustrated text offers an in-depth look at the mechanics and musical thought process of
teaching the classical guitar the "why" rather than the "how" the ....


Chaos and Information Processing A Heuristic Outline, J.S. Nicolis, Mar 1, 1991, Computers, 284 pages. Indian Removal The Emigration of the Five Civilized Tribes of Indians, Grant Foreman, 1972, History, 423 pages. Studies the means by which the nineteenth-century white man uprooted the Southern Indians and pushed them Westward
La Mode Illustree Fashion Plates in Full Color , Florence Leniston, 1997, Antiques & Collectibles, 52 pages. 51 exquisitely detailed plates from popular French fashion periodical of 1886 depicts elegant formal wear, visiting dresses, ball gowns, traveling outfits, dresses for the ...
Home for Christmas , Jodi Olson, Oct 8, 2010, Christmas stories, American, . When Matt invites his Navy buddy, Zack, to spend the holidays he can't predict the fireworks between his sister Mallory and Zack. A raging snowstorm and two lonely souls turn ...
Singapore Cinema , Raphaël Millet, 2006, Performing Arts, 160 pages. Filmmaking in Singapore has seen a dramatic revival since the 1990s with the success of movies such as Royston Tan's 15, Djinn's Perth, Jack Neo's I Not Stupid, Eric Khoo's 12 ...
The Twelve Days of Christmas A Celebration and History, , 1995, Music, 40 pages. Explains the holiday traditions described in each verse of the eighteenth-century Christmas carol
Coleridge , Walter Jackson Bate, 1968, Poets, English, 244 pages.
Sleeping Fires , Gertrude Franklin Horn Atherton, Jun 1, 2004, Fiction, 223 pages.
Foreign Relations of the United States, 1958-1960 Cuba, John P. Glennon, May 1, 1991, History, 1254 pages. Provides official documents pertaining to UnitedStates interest in the Cuban ...
Electrical Engineering 101 Everything You Should Have Learned in School... But Probably Didn't, Darren Ashby, 2012, Technology & Engineering, 291 pages. Electrical Engineering 101 covers the basic theory and practice of electronics, starting by answering the question "What is electricity?" It goes on to explain the fundamental ...
I am Siamese: How to raise Siamese cats and kittens , Janine Connor, , .
Show Business A Novel, Shashi Tharoor, 1992, Fiction, 304 pages. On-screen fiction and off-screen reality intertwine in a story of the glitz, glamour, egos, and double standards found in the Hollywoodish Indian film world. 15,000 first ...
Future Noir The Making of Blade Runner, Paul M. Sammon, 1996, Blade Runner (Motion picture), 441 pages. This is an insider's account of the making of "Blade Runner", arguably the most influential science fiction film ever made. It was a seven-year odyssey which tested the nerve ...
Eleusis Archetypal Image of Mother and Daughter, Karl KerD“Â©nyi, 1991, Philosophy, 257 pages. The Sanctuary of Eleusis, near Athens, was the center of a religious cult that endured for nearly two thousand years and whose initiates came from all parts of the civilized ...
Women in the Talmud an anthology of the Talmud's stories about women, as explained by the classic commentators, Aaron Eli Glatt, Feb 12, 2003, Law, 394 pages.
The Anti 9 to 5 Guide Practical Career Advice for Women Who Think Outside the Cube, Michelle Goodman, 2007, Business & Economics, 223 pages. Inspires women to find a more fulfilling, rewarding job that aligns with their career aspirations by offering financial advice, helpful resources, ideas for alternative career ...
Sweet Valley Confidential Ten Years Later, Francine Pascal, Jan 3, 2012, Fiction, 304 pages. After she betrays her identical twin, Jessica Wakefield longs for forgiveness, but Elizabeth moves from Sweet Valley, California, to New York City and searches for the perfect ...
Bmoc , Warren Meyer, Nov 1, 2006, Fiction, 300 pages. Susan Hunter is a brilliant non-motivated student at
Harvard Business School when she accepts a job at a new business called BMOC "Big Man on Campus". Taking the job, Susan is ...

The dead man's knock , John Dickson Carr, 1958, Fiction, 213 pages.

Phonics and Spelling , John Jackman, 1998, English language, 178 pages. Sections of structured lesson plans on all the main elements of word level work that the age group needs to know 125 linked copymasters that teach phonics, spelling and ...


An Honourable Defeat The Last Days of the Confederate Government, William C. Davis, 2001, History, 496 pages. A study of the finals days of the Confederacy at the end of the Civil War focuses on two men--Jefferson Davis, the autocratic president of the Confederate States, and his ...

The Days of His Flesh The Earthly Life of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, David Smith, 1905, Christian biography, 549 pages.

The mind and work of G. F. Watts, O.M., R.A. with introductory and special reference to the Watts Gallery, Compton, Guildford, , 1929, Art, 40 pages.

Pacific Diaspora Island Peoples in the United States and Across the Pacific, Paul R. Spickard, Joanne L. Rondilla, Debbie Hippolite Wright, Jan 1, 2002, History, 384 pages. Although Pacific history, society, and culture have been the subjects of much scholarly research and writing, the lives of Pacific Islanders in the diaspora (particularly in ...


Straight White Male , John Niven, 2013, Fiction, 374 pages. Kennedy Marr is a novelist from the old school. Irish, acerbic, and a borderline alcoholic and sex-addict, his mantra is drink hard, write hard and try to screw every woman you ...

Earth Science Study Guide, Kenneth G. Pinzke, 1997, Science, 386 pages. Earth Science offers a reader-friendly overview of our physical environment for the reader with little or no exposure to science. The emphasis is on readability, with clear ...


Flawed Giant: Lyndon Johnson and His Times, 1961-1973 , Robert Dallek, Mar 19, 1998, Biography & Autobiography, 784 pages. Flawed Giant--the monumental concluding volume to Robert Dallek's biography of Lyndon Baines Johnson--provides the most through, engrossing account ever published of Johnson's ...


Camcorder Video Shooting and Editing Techniques, Joan Merrill, 1992, Computers, 230 pages. From camcorder equipment, care, and accessories to shooting techniques, subject matter, and editing, this method-packed handbook walks readers one easy step at a time through ...